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1742 he entered Moravia in conjunction with a body of
Saxon troops, but the campaign was rendered fruitless by
the obstinacy of the Saxon commanders, and when the
allies parted it was with feelings of mutual dissatisfaction.
After the departure of the Saxons, Frederick retired
into Bohemia, and fell back in the direction of Prague.
At Chrudim he heard that an Austrian army was ad-"
vancing against him, under Prince Charles of Lorraine,
Maria Theresa's brother-in-law. A battle was fought at
Battle of Chotusitz, and again the Prussians gained ,a
Chotusitz complete victory. Austria was now ready for
or Czaslau,	r	j	•>
May 17. peace with Prussia. England had advised it
all along, but Maria Theresa would not consent to give
up Silesia, ' the fairest jewel of her crown,5 until she had
tried her fortune in another battle. By the Peace of
Breslau she surrendered all Silesia (with the
BreSau, exception of Teschen, Troppau, and Jagern-
june ii. dorf), together with the county of Glatz. The
French were very indignant when they heard that their
ally had concluded a separate peace, but Frederick had
good reason for believing that they would have treated
him in the same way if they had had the opportunity.
The Peace of Breslau added to the Prussian kingdom
a province which enlarged its area by one third, and
Value and increased its population and revenue by about
o?li£Sato one lialfj a ricl1 and fertile Province full of towns
Prussia. and villages, and one which, by its geographi-
cal conditions, no less than on religious grounds, belonged
naturally to the northern rather than to the southern
German power. From Bohemia and Moravia Silesia
was cut off by mountain chains through which the passes
were few and difficult; the natural highway of its com-
merce was the broad stream of the Oder, which traverses
the country from end to end before passing through the
plains of Brandenburg on its way to the Baltic.

